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Abstract

A robust, general and computationally simple reinforcement learning system is
presented. It uses channel a representation which is robust and continuous. The
accumulated knowledge is represented as a reward prediction function in the outer
product space of the input- and output channel vectors. Each computational unit
generates an output simply by a vector-matrix multiplication and the response can
therefore be calculated fast. The response and a prediction of the reward are calculated
simultaneously by the same system, which makes TD-methods easy to implement if
needed. Several units can cooperate to solve more complicated problems. A dynamic
tree structure of linear units is grown in order to divide the knowledge space into a
suciently number of regions in which the reward function can be properly described.
The tree continuously tests split- and prune criteria in order to adapt its size to the
complexity of the problem.

1 Introduction
The aim with our research is to develop ecient learning algorithms for autonomous systems (e.g. robots). Such a system is supposed to act in a closed loop with its environment,
i.e. the system's output will in uence its input. In this case a supervised learning algorithm would not be very useful since it would be impossible for a teacher to foresee all
possible situations that can occur in an interaction with a realistic environment. This
means that the system must be able to learn from its own experiences and therefore a
reinforcement learning system is necessary.
An autonomous system must also be able to handle a very large amount of input data in
order to use inputs from di erent sensors (e.g. visual, tactile, etc.). The dimensionality of
the output will probably be smaller but the total dimensionality of the decision space (i.e.
input and output) will be very large and therefore a structure that can handle problems
of this size must be used.
Furthermore, di erent types of learning should be possible, depending on the available
information about the problem solution, i.e. if the correct responses are known it should
be possible to give them to the system, while the system should look for solutions by itself
if they are not supplied by a teacher.
In this paper a new learning system is presented that is an attempt to handle these
demands. It can handle supervised learning, reinforcement learning and even infrequent
rewards in a similar manner. The large decision space is handled by using competing
experts that divide the space into local regions where the dimensionality of the problem can
be reduced. The experts are arranged in a binary tree structure that makes competition
simple and the search for the best expert ecient. Furthermore, it uses a biologically
inspired channel representation that has several advantages compared to ordinary scalar
representations.

2 Reinforcement Learning
Learning systems can be classi ed according to how the system is trained. Often the
two classes unsupervised and supervised learning are suggested. Sometimes reinforcement
learning is considered as a separate class to emphasize the di erence between reinforcement
learning and supervised learning in general.
In unsupervised learning there is no external unit or teacher to tell the system what is
correct. The knowledge of how to behave is built into the system. Most systems of this
type are only used to learn ecient representations of signals by clustering or principal
component analysis.
The opposite to unsupervised learning is supervised learning algorithms, where an
external teacher must show the system the correct response for each input in a training
set. The most used algorithm is back-propagation [?]. The problem with this method is
that the correct answers to the di erent inputs have to be known, i.e. the problem has to
be solved from the beginning, at least for some representative cases from which the system
can generalize by interpolation.
In reinforcement learning, however, the teacher tells the system how good or bad it
performed but nothing about the desired responses. There are many problems where it is
dicult or even impossible to tell the system which output is the desired for a given input
(there could even be several equally acceptable outputs for each input) but where it is quite
easy to decide when the system has succeeded or failed in a task. This makes reinforcement
learning more general than supervised learning since it can be used in problems where the
solutions are unknown. For instance, if an autonomous system (for instance a robot) is to
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learn how to act in a realistic environment it will be impossible for a teacher to foresee all
possible situations and therefore the system must learn from its own experiences.
There is, however, a problem with the limited feedback. In supervised learning the
di erence between the actual output and the desired output can be used to nd the
direction in which to search for a better solution. This type of gradient information does
not exist in reinforcement learning. The most common way of dealing with this problem
in reinforcement learning is to introduce a noise in the algorithm and thereby search for a
better solution in a stochastic way.
More details and examples of reinforcement learning can be found in [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?,
?, ?, ?, ?, ?].

2.1 TD-methods and Adaptive Critic

When a system acts in a dynamic environment it can be dicult do decide which of the
actions in a sequence that are most responsible for the result since the feedback to the system may occur infrequently or, as in many cases, a long time after the responsible actions
have been taken. It is not certain that it is the last action that deserves credit or blame for
the system's performance. The problem is called the temporal credit assignment problem.
This problem gets more complicated in reinforcement learning, where the information in
the feedback to the system is limited.
In [?] Sutton describes the methods of temporal di erences (TD). These methods
enable a system to learn to predict the future behaviour of an incompletely known environment using past experience. In these cases the TD methods take into account the
sequential structure of the input, which the classical supervised learning methods do not.
Suppose that the system describes its environment as a number of discrete states and that
for each state sk there is a value pk that is an estimate of the expected result (e.g. the
total accumulated reinforcement). In TD methods the value of pk depends on the value of
pk+1 and not only on the nal result. This makes it possible for TD methods to improve
their predictions during a process without having to wait for the nal result.
The adaptive heuristic critic algorithm by Sutton [?] is an example of a TD-method
where a secondary or internal reinforcement signal is used to avoid the temporal credit
assignment problem. In this algorithm a prediction of future reinforcement is calculated
at each time step. The system is divided into two parts; one that learns the output and
another that learns the reinforcement predictions.

3 Channel Representation
It is a widely accepted fact that the internal representation of information may play a
decisive role for system performance in general and for learning systems in particular. The
most obvious and probably most commonly used representation is the one that is used
to describe physical entities, like e.g. a scalar t for temperature or a three dimensional
vector p = (x y z ) for a position in IR3 . This is, however, not the only way and in
some cases not even a very good way to represent information. For example consider an
orientation in IR2 which can be represented by an angle ' 2 [,;  ]. This is not a very
suitable representation since there exists a discontinuity at  that causes trouble e.g. when
averaging [?].
Another way to represent information is the so called channel representation [?]. In
this representation a set of channels is used, where each channel is sensitive to some speci c
feature value in the total signal, for example a certain temperature ti or a certain position
pi . The coding is designed so that the channel has its maximum value (e.g. 1) when the
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feature and the channel are exactly tuned to each other, and decreases to zero in a smooth
way as the feature and the channel become less similar. This implies that each channel
can be seen as a response from a lter that is tuned to some speci c feature value. This
is similar to the magnitude representation proposed by Granlund [?].
In the example above the orientation in IR2 could be represented with a set of channels
evenly spread out on the unit circle. If three channels are used, with the form


ck = cos2 43 (' , pk )
(1)
where p1 = 23 ; p2 = 0 and p3 = , 23 , the orientation can be represented with the channel
vector c = (c1 c2 c3)T which has a constant norm for all orientations and contains no
discontinuities.
The channel representation is in fact quite a natural way to handle information. It is
inspired by biological systems where the nerve cells are sensitive to some speci c feature
value for which they responds strongly [?, ?, ?]. The channel representation is also a
robust way to handle information. If for example a one-dimensional physical entity is
represented with a set of suciently overlapping channels it can be reconstructed at least
approximately even if one or a few channels fail to operate. This is not possible if a scalar
representation is used.
Another appealing feature of the channel representation is that it seem possible to use
rather simple operations on a set of channels to implement a function that would need
much more complicated operations if ordinary scalars were used. To see this, consider any
continuous non-linear function y = f (x). If x is represented by a suciently large number
of channels ck P
of a suitable form, then the output y is simply a weighted sum of the input
channels, y = wk ck .
It is not obvious how for instance a scalar value x is to be coded into channels. According to he description above of a channel it should be positive and have its maximum
for one speci c value of x and it should decrease smoothly to zero from this maximum. In
addition, to be able to represent all values of x in an interval there must be overlapping
channels in this interval. It is also convenient if the norm of the channel vector is constant.
One channel form that ful lls these demands is
( cos2 ,  (x , k) jx , kj < 3
3
2
ck =
(2)
0
otherwise
This set of channels have not only a constant norm, but also a constant squared sum of its
rst derivatives. This means that a change x in x always gives the same change c in c
for any x. Of course, not only scalars can be coded into channel vectors. Any vector v in
a vector space V can be mapped into the direction of a channel vector q in a larger vector
space Q that is spanned by the channels. For more details about this type of channel
representation see Nordberg et al [?].

4 A New Reinforcement Learning Method
As mentioned earlier (section 3) the channel representation makes it possible to realize
a rather complicated function as a linear function of the input channels. If supervised
learning is used one would simply train a weight vector wi for each output channel qi .
This could e.g. be done in the same way as in ordinary feed forward one layer neural
networks, i.e. to minimize some error function
X
 = jqi , q~ij2 ;
(3)
i

3
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Figure 1: The reward prediction p for a certain stimulus-response pair (v, q) viewed as
a projection onto W in V Q.
where q~i is the correct output fore each output channel supplied by the teacher. This
means for the whole system that a matrix W is trained so that a correct output vector is
generated as
q = Wv :
(4)
In reinforcement learning, however, the correct output is not known and the only
feedback is a scalar r that is a measure of the performance of the system. But the reward
signal is a function of the stimuli vector v and the response vector q, at leastfor an
environment that is not completely stochastic. If this function can be represented in the
system, then the best response for each stimulus can be found.

4.1 Learning the Reward Function

If the reward function is continuous we can approximate it in some interval with a linear
function of the outer product between the normalized input- and output vectors. This
approximation will be used as a prediction p of the reward and is calculated as

p = hW j q^v^ T i;

(5)

where h j i denotes the scalar product, see gure 1. The space V Q will be called
the decision space. The normalization implies that the algorithm does not di er between
input vectors with the same orientation but of di erent length. This is however not a
problem if the channel representation described in section 3 is used. In fact any vector v
in an (n , 1)-dimensional vector space can be mapped into the orientation of a unit-length
vector in an n-dimensional space [?].
Now Wcan be trained in the same manner as in supervised learning but with the aim
to minimize the error function
 = jr , pj2 :
(6)
Let each triple (v; q; r) of stimulus, response, and reward denote an experience. Consider a system that has learned a number of experiences. How should a proper response
be chosen by the system? The prediction p in equation 5 can be rewritten as

p = q^T W^v = hq^ j W^vi:

(7)

The choice of q^ that gives the highest predicted reward is obviously the ^q that lies in the
same direction as Wv. Now, if p is a good prediction of the reward r for a certain stimulus
v that choice of q
^ would be the one that gives the best reward. An obvious choise of the
response q is then
q = Wv :
(8)
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This equation together with equation 7 gives the prediction as a function of the stimulus
vector, i.e.
p = jW^vj: (See appendix ??.)
(9)

4.2 The Learning Algorithm

The training of the matrix W is a very simple algorithm. For a certain experience (v; q; r)
the prediction p should in the optimal case equal r. This means that the aim is to minimize
the error in equation 6. The desired weight matrix W would yield a prediction
0

p = r = hW j ^qv^T i:
0

0

(10)

The direction to search for W can be found by calculating the derivative of  with respect
to W. From equations 6 and 7 we get the error
0

 = jr , hW j q^v^T ij2

(11)

and the derivative becomes
This means that W
T
q
^v
^ , i.e.

0

d
T
(12)
dW = 2(r , p)q^v^ :
can be obtained by changing W a certain amount a in the direction
W

Equation 10 now gives that

0

= W + aq^v^T :

r = p + a(v^T v^) (See appendix??.)
which gives

(13)
(14)

a = r , p:

(15)
To make the learning procedure stable, it is common to take only a small step in the
gradient direction. The update rule therefore becomes
W

0

= W + (r , p)q^v^T

(16)

where is a \learning speed factor" (0 <  1).

4.3 Bootstrapping

In the beginning, the system su ers from a more or less total lack of knowledge of what
responses give high rewards. This is simply due to the fact that the system may never
have tried a good response for the present stimulus. The only thing for the system to do
in these cases is to generate random output and use the following reward to increase its
knowledge about the problem. This is a kind of bootstrapping mechanism and a standard
procedure in reinforcement learning.
The simplest way to produce this behaviour is to add a noise to the output signal.
The noise should be large in the beginning when the system has poor knowledge about
the problem and should decrease as the knowledge increases. The trivial way to do this
would be to let the noise level be a monotonically decreasing function of time. A more
sophisticated method is to use the predicted reward to decide the noise level. This seems
like a more natural way for the system to work. If the system predicts a high reward,
it should mean that the system is rather sure of how to generate a good response and,
opposite, if it predicts a low reward this should mean that the response is not very reliable.
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Consequently, a high predicted reward should give a low noise level and a low prediction
should give a high noise level.
There are at least two obvious advantages with this approach compared to the time
dependent noise. The rst is that the noise decreasing rate does not have to be predetermined, but will be dependent on the problem. The second is that the noise level can be
di erent for di erent stimuli, since the system at a given instance probably have di erent
amounts of knowledge about di erent parts of the problem space.

4.4 Similarities to TD-methods

The description above of the learning algorithm assumed a reward signal as a feedback
to the system for each single decision (i.e. stimulus-response pair). This is, however, not
necessary. Since the system produces a prediction of the following reward this prediction
can be used to produce an internal reward signal in a similar way as in the TD-methods
described in section 2.1. This is simply done by using the next prediction as a reward
signal when an external reward is lacking. In other words

r^ =

(r

r>0
p[t + 1] r = 0

(17)

where r^ is the internal reward that replaces the external reward r in the algorithm described
above, p[t+1] is the next predicted reward, and is a prediction decay factor (0 <  1)
that makes the predicted reward decay as the distance from the actual rewarded state
increases. This means that the system can handle dynamic problems with infrequent
reward signals.
In fact, this system is more suited to use TD-methods than the earlier methods mentioned in section 2.1 since those systems had to use a separate subsystem to calculate the
predicted reward. With the algorithm suggested here, this prediction is calculated by the
same system as the response.

4.5 Competitive Reinforcement Learning

In a reinforcement learning system there is a problem with the limited feedback. When
the system receives the reward (or critic) from the teacher it can be dicult for the system
to decide what part or parts of the system that is responsible for the rewarded action.
This is called the structural credit assignment problem.
One way to deal with the structural credit assignment problem is to divide the whole
system into several subsystems and for each timestep let one of the subsystems decide
the response of the whole system. That subsystem is then the one that takes the credit
or blame when receiving the feedback from the teacher. This is similar to the competing experts presented by Jacobs, Jordan, Nowland, and Hinton [?] but here used in a
reinforcement learning system.
Now, how should the system select which of the subsystems that should generate
the response? Since each subsystem calculates not only a potential response but also a
prediction of the following reward the subsystem with the highest predicted reward should
be chosen.
It is not certain that one of the subsystems will become the best for all possible
stimuli. On the contrary, if di erent subsystems specializes on di erent parts of the
problem they would together be able to solve a more complicated problem than each
subsystem itself could solve. This implies that a rather complicated stimuli-response
function could be implemented and learned by a suciently large number of rather simple
6
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Figure 2: The global (thick line) and local (thin lines) reward prediction functions.
computing units if the units can predict their performance for each stimulus. The total
(global) reward prediction function will then be the maximum of the subsystems (local)
prediction functions as showed in gure 2
If several systems of the kind described in section 4.2 are used as subsystems in a
larger system the subsystem with the highest reward prediction is chosen to generate the
response. When the reward signal is received it is then the selected subsystem's weight
matrix Wi that is modi ed according to equation 16. If an internal reward signal is used
to handle infrequent rewards as described in section 4.4 the next predicted reward (p[t +1]
in equation 17) is the prediction made by the subsystem that is the \winner" at t + 1, i.e.
the maximum of the predicted rewards. This may not be the same subsystem that uses
the prediction as internal reward to update its weight matrix, but that does not change
the theory since it is the global prediction function that is to be learned by the system.

5 The Tree
One way to arrange the competing subsystems is to use a binary tree structure (see gure
3). This structure has several advantages. An obvious advantage is that if a large number
of subsystems is used the search time to nd the winner will be of order O(log2 n) where
n is the number of experts, while it will be of order O(n) to search in a list of experts.
Another feature is that the subdivision of the decision space will be simple since only two
subsystems will compete in each node.

5.1 Generating responses

In section 4 we described the basic functions (i.e. response generation and calculation
of predicted reward) of one subsystem or node as it will be called when used in a tree
structure. Here we will discuss some issues in the response generation that are dependent
or caused by the tree architecture. We will consider a xed tree that is already adapted to
the solution of the problem. The adaptive growing of the tree will be described in section
5.2.
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Figure 3: Left: An abstract illustration of a binary tree. Right: A geometric illustration
of the weight matrices in a tree structure (representing three linear functions). Split nodes
are marked with a dot ().
Consider the tree in gure 3. The root node is denoted by W0 and its two children W01
and W02 respectively and so on. A node without children will be called a leaf node. The
weight matrix W used in a node will be the sum of all matrices from the root to that node.
In gure 3 node 012, for example, will use the weight matrix W = W0 + W01 + W012. Two
nodes with the same father will be called brothers. Two brothers always have opposite
directions since their father lies in the \center of mass" of the brothers (as will be further
explained in section 5.2).
Now, consider a tree with the two solutions WA = W0 + W01 and WB = W0 + W02 .
An input vector v can generate one of the two output vectors qA and qB as
q

and

A = WA v = (W0 + W01 )v = W0 v + W01v = q0 + W01v

(18)

= WB v = (W0 + W02)v = W0 v + W02v = q0 + W02v
(19)
respectively, where q0 is the solution of the root node. Since W01 and W02 will be of
opposite directions we can write W02 = , W01 , where is a positive factor, and hence
equation 19 can be written as
qB = q0 , W01 v :
(20)
Adding equations 18 and 20 gives
qA + qB , (1 , )W01 v
q0 =
(21)
2
Now, if WA and WB have equal masses (i.e. the solutions are equally good and equally
common) then = 1 and
qA + qB
q0 =
(22)
2 ;
B

q

i.e. q0 will be the average of the two output vectors. If WA is better or more common (i.e.
more likely a priori to appear) than WB then > 1 (W0 is closer to WA ) and q0 will
approach qA . Equation 18 also implies that the response can be generated in a hierarchical
manner starting with the coarse and global solution of of the root and then re ning the
response gradually by just adding to the present output vector the new vectors that are
8
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Figure 4: Illustration of equation 23 for two di erent cases of i and ni . The black line
shows a case where the variation is smaller and/or the number of data is larger than in
the case shown by the broken line.
generated when traversing the tree. In this way an approximate solution can be generated
very fast since this solution don't have to wait until the best leaf node is found.
The climbing of the tree in search of the best leaf node can be described as a recursive
procedure.
1. Start with the root node: W = W0
2. Let the current matrix be the father: Wf = W
3. Select one of the children [Wf 1; Wf 2] as winner.
4. Add the winner to the father: W = Wf + Wf;winner
5. If W is not a leaf node goto 2.
6. Generate response: q = Wv.
This scheme does not describe the hierarchical response generation mentioned above. This
is however easily implemented by moving the response generating step into the loop and
adding each new output vector to the previous.
Now, how should the winner be selected? Well, the most obvious way is to always select
the child with the highest prediction p. This could, however, cause some problems. Of
reasons explained in section 5.2 the winner will be selected in a probabilistic way. Consider
two children with predictions p1 and p2 respectively. The probability P1 of selecting child
1 as winner is
2 0
1 3
6 B r p1 , p2 CC 77
P1 = 12 64erf B
(23)
@ high
A + 15 ;
2
2
low
+
nhigh nlow
Where high and low are the variances of the rewards for the choice of the child with
highest prediction and the lowest prediction respectively. nhigh and nlow are the sample
sizes of these estimates. When the two predictions are equal the probability for each child
to win is 0.5 (see gure 4). When the variances decreases and the sample sizes increases
the signi cance increases in the hypothesis that it is better to chose the node with the
highest prediction as winner than to chose at random. This leads to a sharpening of the
error function and a decrease in the probability of selecting 'wrong' child. This function is
similar to the test of hypothesis on the means of two normal distributions using the paired
t-test i statistics. Here we have used the normal distribution instead of the t-distribution1
to be able to use the error function.

The e ect of this simpli cation is probably not important since both distributions are unimodal and
symmetric with their maximum at the same point. The exact shape of the distribution is of less importance.
1
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Figure 5: A geometric illustration of the update vectors of a father node and its two child
nodes.

5.2 Growing the tree

Since the size of the tree in general can not bee known in advance we will have to start
with a single node and grow the tree until a satisfying solution is obtained. Hence, we
start the learning by trying to solve the problem with a single linear function. This node
will now try to approximate the optimal function as good as possible. If this solution is
not good enough (i.e. a low average reward is obtained) the node will be split. To nd
out when the node has converged to a solution (optimal or not optimal) a measure of
consistency of the changes of W is calculated as

P k W
k ;
c = P kj k

W
kj
k

(24)

where f : 0 <  1g is the decay factor that makes the measure more sensitive to recent
changes than older ones. These sums are accumulated continuously during the learning
process. Note that the consistency measure is normalized so that it does not depend upon
the step size in the learning algorithm.
Now, if a node is split two new nodes will be created, each with a new weight matrix.
The nodes will be selected with a probability that depends on the predicted reward. (See
equation 23). Consider the case where the problem can be solved with two linear models.
The solution developed by the rst node (the root) will converge to an interpolation of
the two linear models. This solution will be in between the two optimal solutions in the
decision space (V Q). If the node is split into two child nodes, they will nd their
solutions on each side of the father's solution. If the child nodes start in the same position
as their father in the decision space (i.e. they are initialized with zeros) the competition
will be very simple. As soon as one child becomes closer to one solution the other child
will be closer to the other solution.
The mass m of a node is de ned as the mean reward obtained by that node over all
decisions made by that node or its brother, i.e. a node that often looses in the competition
with its brother will get a low mass (even if it gets high rewards when it does win). The
mass of a node will indicate the nodes share of the total success of itself and its brother.
This means that the masses of a winner node and its brother are updated as
and

mwinner := mwinner + (r , mwinner )

(25)

mloser := mloser + (0 , mloser ) = (1 , )mloser

(26)
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where is a memory decay factor. When a node's matrix and mass are updated the father
will be updated too so that it remains in the center of mass of its two children. In this
way the father will contain a solution that is a coarser, more global approximation of the
solutions of its two children. Consider gure 5 and suppose W1 is the winner child and
W2 is the looser. One experience gives:
 W: The total change of the vectors according to the update rule in equation 16
in section 4.
 m1: The change in mass of the winner node
 m2: The change in mass of the loser node
We have three prerequisites:
 Wf should remain in the center of mass of its children. )
f

W

+ m2(Wf + W2 ) = W + m1 W1 + m2 W2 )
= m1 (Wf + Wm1) +
f
m
m +m
1

2

1

m1W1 + m2W2 = 0

2

(27)

 The loser should not be moved. )
Wf + W2 = 0

 The total change of the winner node should be W: )
Wf + W = W:
1

(28)
(29)

These prerequisites implies that when W has been calculated the father should be altered
according to
1 m1 + W2 m2
Wf = Wm1 + W
(See appendix ??.)
(30)
m1 + m2
where m is the new mass, i.e. m = m + m. If Wf is not the root node the same
calculation will be made at the next level with Wf as the new W. Hence the changes
of the weight matrices will be propagated up the tree.
If a node is split accidently and that node's children converge to the same solution the
node itself will also contain this solution. If this is the case the two redundant children
could be pruned away. To detect this situation a signi cance measure s of the use of two
children is calculated. Since the system sometimes chose the child with the higher and
sometimes the child with the lower prediction the distributions of the rewards for these
two cases could be estimated. From this statistic the signi cance can be calculated as
0

0

0

0

0

1 3
2 0
6 B (1 r
, )high , low C
CA + 1775 ;
s = 1 64erf B
@
2
2

high
nhigh

2
+ nlow
low

(31)

where high and low are the estimated mean rewards for the choice of the child with high
and low prediction respectively,  and n are the corresponding variances and sample sizes
respectively and  is a threshold. Equation 31 gives a signi cance measure s of the of
the hypothesis that high is  better than low (relatively). If the signi cance is low, i.e.
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it does not matter which child is chosen, the solutions are obviously very similar to each
other and the child nodes can be pruned away.
There is another reason for selecting the winner in a probabilistic manner. Just after
a node has been split there is a risk that one child gets a prediction function that is larger
than the brother's function for all input. This is in particular a risk if the father is split too
early so that the father and one child will leave the other child behind. If a deterministic
selection of the winner is made in such a case the child that is left behind will never get a
chance to nd a solution and it will be a dead end. The brother would then converge to
the same solution as the father. This would not necessary a ect the nal solution but it
would give a redundant level in the tree which costs memory space and computing time.
By using a probabilistic choice this problem is avoided.
Using this tree is computationally very simple. The response generation is of the order
2
log n multiplications of an M  N matrix with an M -dimensional vector, where n is the
number of nodes, M is the dimension of the input vector and N is the dimension of the
output vector. The learning process takes another 2log n additions of M  N matrices.

6 Experiments
In this section some preliminary results are presented. These are not intended to demonstrate the ultimate capacity of these algorithms but rather to illustrate the principles.
There are still several practical problems to deal with before the ideas can be used in
any \real" situations. In the rst subsection the use of channel representation will be
illustrated. In the next subsection the use of a tree structure is illustrated on the same
problem.

6.1 The Use of Di erent Number of Channels

In the rst experiments the use of di erent number of channels in the representation of the
input variable is demonstrated. We have used three di erent representations (see gure
6). The rst one uses two channels to represent the input x:

"

# "

, 

#

x
v1 =
cos
80
,

v =

v2
cos 80 (x , 40) ; 0  x  40

(32)

The second representation uses ve channels with a cos2 shape:

vi =

(


,
cos2 30 (x , xi ) if 30 jx , xi j < 2
0
otherwise

(33)

where 0  x  40 and xi = 10i; i 2 f0:::4g. The last one uses nine channels with a cos2
shape:
 2
( 2  2
cos
(
x
,
x
)
if 30 jx , xi j < 2
i
30
vi =
(34)
0
otherwise
where 0  x  40 and xi = 10i; i 2 f0:::9g. Note that the sum of the squares of the
channels is one in these three representations, i.e. the norm of the channel vectors are
constant, for all x except at the lowest and highest values in the cos2 representations. The
output y was represented by two channels in all three cases:

"

# "

, 

#

y
q1 =
cos
80

,
q =
q2
cos 80 (y , 40) ; 0  y  40
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Figure 6: The input scalar represented by two channels (top), ve channels (middle) and
nine channels (bottom). For clarity, every second channel is drawn with a broken line.
The system described in section 4 was trained on a fairly simple but nonlinear problem
using these three representations of the input variable x. Note that no tree structure was
used here. Only one single linear system was used. The goal for the system was to learn
a nonlinear function y = f (x) that contained a discontinuity:
(
for 0  x  20
y = 20
(36)
10 for 20 < x  20
See the top left plot in gure 7. Random x-values was generated from a uniform distribution on the interval 0  x  40 and a reward signal r was calculated as

" 

2
y
,
y
correct
r = max 0; 1 ,
2

#

(37)

where y is the output from the system decoded into a scalar and ycorrect is the desired
output according to equation 36. The plots in gure 7 illustrates the predictions made by
the system for all combinations of input and output as iso-curves according to equation 5
in section 4. The maximum prediction for each input is indicated with a dotted line and
this is the response that the system would choose. Note that the channel representation
enables the linear system q = Wv to implement a nonlinear function y = f (x) and
the more channels that are used the more accurate is the approximation of the optimal
function as well as the approximation of the reward function.

6.2 The Use of a Tree Structure

In the following experiment the tree structure described in section 5 was used. Each node
consists of a linear system with two input channels and two output channels like the rst
system described in the previous subsection.
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Figure 7: The top left gure displays the optimal function. The other three gures illustrates the predictions as iso-curves with the maximum prediction at the dotted line for two,
ve and nine channels in top right, bottom left and bottom right image respectively.
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The system was trained on the same problem as in the previous subsection (equation
36). The input variable was generated in the same way as above and the reward function
was the same as in equation 37. Each iteration consists of one input, one output and a
reward signal. The result is plotted in gure ??. It is obvious that this problem can be
solved with a two-level tree and that is what the algorithm converged to. The discontinuity
explains the fact that this solution with only two channels is better than the solutions in
the previous experiments with more channels but with only one level.
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Figure 8: The result using a tree structure. The predictions are illustrated by iso-curves
with the maximum prediction at the dotted line. The optimal function is drawn as a solid
line.

6.3 The XOR-problem

The aim of this experiment is to demonstrate the use of the tree structure in a problem
that is impossible to solve even approximately on one single level, no matter how many
channel are fused. The problem is to implement a function similar to the Boolean XORfunction. The input consists of two parameters, x1 and x2 , that each are represented by
nine channels. The two channel vectors are concatenated to form an input channel vector
v with 18 channels.
The function the system is to learn is

y=

(

1 if (x1 > 0:5 AND x2  0:5) OR (x1  0:5 AND x2 > 0:5)
0 otherwise

(38)

wich is illustrated left in gure ??.

7 Discussion
A new reinforcement learning algorithm has been presented that take advantage of the
channel representation. It can use simple linear models to implement non-linear functions.
Since it generates predictions of the reward signals it can also be used for handling delayed
rewards like the TD-methods.
A dynamic binary tree structure for this type of reinforcement learning systems has
been developed. In this structure the nodes are competing experts that specialize on
regions of the decision space where the function can be described in a simple (i.e. linear)
way. The tree is dynamic in the sense that it continuously tests split- and prune criteria
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and therefore it does not have a predetermined size. It can also have di erent depths in
di erent parts of the decision space depending on the local complexity of the solution.
We argue that reinforcement learning together with a dynamic tree structure will
be useful in the design of a learning autonomous system. Some experiments have been
presented to illustrate the ideas applied on a simple but illustrative problem. There are,
however, some diculties left to solve before this method can be used on more complex
problems. We will end this report by describing a few problems more explicitly.

7.1 Breakpoint Instability

A function as the one described in gure ?? could theoretically be represented exactly
by a two level tree with x represented by two channels. One reason that this solution in
practice does no yiel perfect resultes is due to the instability of the breakpoint between
the two child nodes. This problem is related to the fact that the shape of the prediction
function is x when only two channels are used. Hence, while this function is sucient for
a subsystem to select a best response for a certain stimulus, it is not completely reliable
when compared to a prediction function of another subsystem.
The reward prediction p as a function of the input variable x can, simpli ed, be
described as a quadratic function in this case. The breakpoint x between two competing
models can then be described by

a , (x , xa )2 = b , (x , xb)2 :

(39)

See gure ?? This gives the following relation for the breakpoint:
2
2
(40)
x = b ,2(ax+ ,xax,) xb
a
b
If this equation is di erentiated with respect to a we get
@x = , 1 :
(41)
@a
2(xa , xb )
This indicates that the position of the breakpoint is very unstable when the centers of
the reward functions lie close to each other. This is the case short after a split when the
two child nodes contains almost the same solution. The factors a and b in this discussion
represents the norm of the matrices WA and WB .
The easiest way to deal with this problem is to use more channels to represent the
input parameters.
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Figure 10: The breakpoint x for two quadratic functions

7.2 Overlapping Prediction Functions

There is another problem that is related to the problem with breakpoint instability. If two
models are close to each other one of the models can completely cover the other model.
This problem was mentioned in section 5.2. In that section we argued that the probabilistic
choice of child node was a way to deal with that problem. A more robust way to handle
this problem would allso here be to use more channels for the input representation.

7.3 Splitting at Discontinuities

If the function that is to be approximated contains a discontinuity there will be a region
near this discontinuity where the algorithm will make a lot of errors. This is because the
breakpoint is not stable, and even if it was, it would not lie exactly at the discontinuity.
There will always bee an interval where the wrong model is chosen. In this interval a low
reward will be received and the node will get a low mean reward. If the valid region for
that model is small compared to the interval where it is not valid, the mean reward will get
so low that the node will split. One of the new nodes created will face the same problem,
and it will in fact get even worse, since this node has got an even smaller valid region
than its father. This will lead to an in nite number of splittings around a discontinuity.
Another way to see this problem is to consider the use of piecewise linear functions to
approximate an arbitrary function. The number of linear functions needed in a certain
interval will be in some proportion to the second derivative of the approximated function
in that interval.
One way to handle this problem is to take less notice of the reinforcement for decisions
near the breakpoint. This is fairly straight forward. Since the predictions are almost the
same in this region, the di erence between the predictions can be used as a con dence
measure to moderate the update step.

A Proofs
In htis section proofs of som equation are presented that would have made the text uncomfortable to read. The proofs are presented in the same order as the equations occur in
the text. The numbers in paranthesis over some relations refere to equations that imply
the relations.

The prediction function (equation 9, page 5)


p (7)
= hq^ j W^vi (8)
= jWv
W^
vj

 jvjhW^v j W^vi jW^vj
= jvjjW^vj = jW^vj = jW^vj 2
2

W^
v
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Derivation of the update rule (equation 14, page 5)
r

=;
=
=
=

(10 13)

hW + aq^v^T j q^v^T i =
hW j q^v^T i + ahq^v^T j q^v^T i =
p + a(q^T q^v^T v^) =
p + a(v^T v^) 2

The change of the father node (equation 30, page 11)
After the update of mi and Wi we get

(m1 + m1 )(W1 + W1 ) + (m2 + m2 )(W2 + W2 ) (27)
= 0
and this equation together with equations 27, 28 and 29 gives
(m1 + m1)(W1 + W , Wf ) + (m2 + m2)(W2 , Wf ) = 0:
This leads to
Wf (m1 + m1 + m2 + m2 ) =
= (W1 + W)(m1 + m1) + W2 (m2 + m2 ) =
= |W1m1 +
{z W2m2} +W(m1 + m1) + W1m1 + W2m2
=0 (27)

which with the substitution m = m + m gives the result:
1 m1 + W2 m2
2
Wf = Wm1 + W
m1 + m2
0

0

0

0
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